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Newsletter index
Newsletter number and title

Extra materials with the newsletter

1. But first, why teach IELTS?

What to cover when teaching IELTS

2. The first rule of IELTS teaching!

IELTS quiz for students

3. Exam technique vs English language

Checklist of exam techniques and what to
practise

4. Essay writing: you need a method

PowerPoint slides: how to structure a task 2
essay

5. Task 1 ‘training’

Model answers for both writing tasks,
PowerPoint slides: structure for task 1 answers

6. Reading: think like a question writer

PowerPoint slides: IELTS reading techniques

7. Reading: skimming, scanning and pre-teaching

Reading exercise, and an example of how to
study vocabulary from reading passages

8. Teaching IELTS speaking part 1

30 practice questions for speaking part 1

9. Speaking part 3: no waffling!

5 model answers for speaking part 3

10. Make your own listening exercises

8 tips for IELTS listening

11. A bit about grammar

Examples of using ‘trigger’ words instead of
grammar terms

12. The ‘vocabulary mindset’

Vocabulary list: common topics for writing task 2

13. Three-month review

No extra materials

14. Writing task 2: where to start

Essay writing worksheet for students

15. Writing task 2: using our model

Detailed analysis of a model essay

16. Introductions and conclusions

Sample introductions and conclusions for the
four types of task 2 question

17. Main body paragraphs

Detailed analysis of two types of main body
paragraph

18. Vocabulary: range and flexibility

Analysis of ‘range and flexibility’ of vocabulary in
a model essay
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19. Writing task 1: line graphs

Model ‘line graph’ report with detailed
analysis

20. Graphs, bar charts, pie charts, tables

‘Follow the instructions’ writing exercise

21. More than one graph, chart or table

3 model answers for tasks with more than
one graph, chart or table

22. Diagrams and maps

5 sample questions: diagrams and maps

23. Writing task 1: language review

5 model answers for the diagram and map
questions

24. Scoring writing, and essay corrections

Writing task 2 band descriptors

25. Scoring writing task 2

‘Benchmark’ phrases in the band descriptors

26. Band descriptor phrases

Essay scoring exercise

27. Score this essay!

No extra materials

28. How to check students’ essays

6 tips for ‘targeted’ essay checking

29. Writing task 1: task achievement

Task 1 scoring exercise

30. Writing task 1: one step at a time

Task 1 scoring exercise: answer and
explanation

31. Scoring and feedback: summary

No extra materials

32. Reading: question types and techniques

PowerPoint slides: question types and basic
reading techniques

33. Teaching IELTS reading, step by step

Easy reading exercise for a ‘General’ IELTS
test, with keyword table

34. Reading: one more easy exercise

Easy ‘match the headings’ exercise, with
keyword table

35. Reading: academic test practice

Academic reading passage with answers and
keyword exercise

36. Reading: gap-fill and ‘short answers’

Full analysis of an academic reading
passage, with highlighting and keywords

37. IELTS reading: giving feedback

IELTS reading: problem diagnosis sheet for
students

38. Do ‘matching headings’ last

‘Match the headings’ task with keyword
exercise

39. Multiple choice in reading and listening

4 short exercises for multiple choice practice
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40. More tips for multiple choice

4 more multiple choice exercises

41. Scoring IELTS speaking

Speaking band descriptors with key phrases
highlighted

42. Scoring IELTS speaking (continued)

Sample band 9 answer for speaking part 2,
with scoring analysis

43. An example of ‘band 8’ speaking

Audio recording and transcript of a band 8
candidate

44. Teaching ‘advanced’ students

Detailed analysis showing how the band 8
candidate could improve her scores

45. My video lessons: speaking

2 sample answers for speaking part 2,
PowerPoint slides and audio recording

46. My video lessons: writing task 2

Sample band 9 essay (task 2) with analysis
questions, PowerPoint slides and audio

47. My video lessons: writing task 1

Sample band 9 report (task 1) with analysis
task, PowerPoint slides and audio

48. My video lessons: GT task 1

Sample band 9 letter (GT task 1)
PowerPoint slides and audio

49. Video lesson: which paragraph? (reading)

Reading passage with ‘which paragraph
contains?’ exercise, PowerPoint and audio

50. Teachers’ questions: scoring

An example of how not to write an essay,
with my comments and advice

51. Summary and other questions

No extra materials

